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Driving environments for transportation research driving simulators are typically built to support 
scenarios that expose drivers to a series of events corresponding to a research plan.  These 
environments are purpose-built for a specific set of scenarios and thus serve limited reuse outside those 
scenarios.  Project resources constrain the effort that is put into building these purpose-specific 
environments and result in driving environments that look devoid of interesting scenery, signage, and 
architecture that one finds in real life and are a far cry from rich lifelike driving environments that can 
be found in immersive, graphically rich video games.  Every once in a great while, we encounter an 
opportunity to build grander environments that are envisioned to support multiple types of uses and 
have appropriate funding available to build a more lifelike driving environment. 
 
This paper describes Springfield, a virtual city consisting of 175 miles of roadway in urban, residential, 
interstate, and rural highway settings.  In addition to roadways built to civil engineering standards, the 
environment contains rich scenery, signage, and architecture.    
 
The creation of an entirely new, interactive, 3D environment represents a significant expense in project 
budgets.  However, this cost can be mitigated to a degree through the use of modular building blocks 
that can be reused as the final product is assembled.  This paper will examine such a methodology by 
detailing the design and construction of a large environment intended for ground vehicle applications.  
 
Created for use as a multi-purpose environment, Springfield contains several interconnected areas 
representing the spectrum of driving settings (in particular, rural, freeway, residential, and urban), each 
with roadways and features appropriate to the area.  In addition to freely drivable roads, Springfield 
contains two distinct regions designed for specialized use: a maneuver area, and a test track.  These 
areas are designed to acclimate drivers to a simulated environment through the exercise of various 
maneuvers including parking, steering through a challenging road network, and controlling speed.  
These special purpose areas also include collision detection on all features to provide appropriate 
feedback when struck by the driver.  Consideration will be given to the performance implications 
associated with various layouts and methods to manage them. 
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